### School Mission

The mission and commitment of Briscoe Elementary School is to provide our students with high-quality teachers, who deliver rigorous, relevant and challenging lessons in all subjects, which will prepare them for the College/Career Readiness path.

1. **Data to Date**

   **BRR, HFW, Grades, DLA SNAPSHOT...what do they tell us?**

2. **Interventions for the Spring**

   *Continue to be monitored. Need to have more students. Tracking will be done. They will resume the 14th of January.*

3. **Writing Across the Campus**

   *Next steps for the Spring with this initiative.*

4. **Thinking Maps update**

   *Continue and use others for Spring.*

5. **Questions, Comments & Concerns**

### School Vision

The vision of Briscoe Elementary School is to become the model school by producing scholars equipped with the necessary academic skills to excel in college and a career of their choice.